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PHOTO/ VIDEO RELEASE 
 

Date _________________ 

I, the undersigned, hereby grant permission to YOUTH GUIDANCE, UNITED WAY, INDIAN RIVER 
COUNTY AND OTHER GROUPS INVOLVED WITH YOUTH GUIDANCE                                                                      
to photograph my child ___________________________________________________ and to 
record his/her voice, performances, poses, acts, plays and appearances, and use his/her picture, 
photograph, silhouette and other reproductions of his/her physical likeness and sound and allow 
the unlimited distribution, advertising, promotion, exhibition and exploitation of these images by 
any method or device now known or hereafter devised in which the same may be used, and/or 
incorporated and/or exhibited and/or exploited. 

I agree that I will not assert or maintain against Youth Guidance, United Way, Indian River County and other groups 
involved with Youth Guidance, their successors, assigns and licensees, any claim, action, suit or demand of any kind or 
nature whatsoever, including but not limited to, those grounded upon invasion of privacy, rights of publicity or other civil 
rights, or for any other reason in connection with the authorized use of my physical likeness and sound in the Picture as 
herein provided. I hereby release Youth Guidance, United Way, Indian River County and other groups involved with 
Youth Guidance, their successors, assigns and licensees, and each of them, from and against any and all claims, liabilities, 
demands, actions, causes of action(s), costs and expenses whatsoever, at law or in equity, known or unknown, 
anticipated or unanticipated, which I ever had, now have, or may, shall or hereafter have by reason, matter, cause or 
thing arising out of the use of any images as herein provided. 

I have read the foregoing and fully understand the meaning and effect thereof and, intending to be legally bound, I 
have signed this release. 

 

Parent/Guardian Name (print):________________________________________________ 
 
 

Phone:_________________________ Address :__________________________________ 

 
 

Signature:_________________________________________________________________ 

 

https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youthguidanceprogram.org%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cboldenke%40mail.irsc.edu%7Cd5133ba0e78741e35e7108d7f69638e2%7Cb00d4427a6e6417c8e9cd6915752f5c6%7C0%7C0%7C637248997418805757&sdata=cjGgqoGzOI89jzPg%2FCjn3JvDQqZU86dY%2B%2FUwz5g9ylI%3D&reserved=0

